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4mm polycarbonate sheet glazing bars

Images not available forColour: This website uses cookies to improve your experience as you navigate through the website. From these cookies, cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored in your browser because they are essential for the basic functionality of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze
and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to refuse these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Aluminum structural glass bars where polycarbonate multiwall, solid polycarbonate or
glass can be installed in thickness ranging from 4mm to 25mm. When glazed with multiwall polycarbonate, the P227 glass bar is able to stretch up to 1.4m between the points of improvement. For applications longer than the 1.4m range, intermediate cross purlin must be installed to make further repair points, or use twinfix P286, P280,
P288 or P600 glass bars. The P227 can be provided either as a pre-package complete with aluminum base bar and rod cap, either with mounted gaskets and final plates or as loose individual items. The P227 can also be provided as a hipped glass bar with a 70mm wide bar lid and more angled than the standard version. Standard
Glazing BarReference:P227Colour:Mill Finish, White or BrownLength:3m and 4m (and 6m as individual components), white is also available in lengths of 2.5m and 3.5m, other lengths may also be available. Span:1.4m P227 glass blades consist of aluminum base rods (ref.227) and aluminum glass rod lids (ref.228), gaskets and screw-fit
tip plates (ref.228EP). The base bar is mounted onto a ridge and eavesdropping support, the glass sheet sits on the aluminum base bar and the lid is drilled at intervals of no more than 300mm apart. The screws are then attached through the cap to the central stalk of the base bar. The length of the screws differs from each thickness of
the glass sheet. A screw cap cap is required to cover and protect the screw head. The P227 glass bar is provided as a pre-package in 3m and 4m lengths with gaskets installed, and as a loose item within 6m. Hip Glazing BarReference:P227HColour:Mill Finish, White or BrownLength:3m and 4m (and 6m as non-standard)To make the bar
suitable for hipped applications, the glass bar lid is changed for a wider cap and rebranded as P227H. P227H glass blades are provided as pre-packages in lengths of 3m and 4m and as loose items within 6m. The pre-pack of 3m and 4m consists of an aluminum glass rod lid, base bar, bubble gasket pressed in full length aluminum lid and
base down both sides and wide thrust matched with plastic tip plate. Colour OptionsMill finish as well as polyester powder coated white (RAL9910 satin) and brown (RAL8040 satin) are available as We can also supply 228 caps and 227 bases painted with certain RAL colors despite this subject to minimum quantity requirements and
surcharges. Mill FinishRAL 9910White (satin)RAL 8040Brown (satin)Please note: The colors shown are not 100% accurate and are only for the Application GuideMedium Span RoofingRooflightsConservatoriesCross Purlin RoofingSwimming Pool CoversCar PortsCanopiesGarden Centre RoofingPorchesGlazing with GlassThe P227
glazing bar is suitable for use with glass. Twinfix cannot suggest system spanning capabilities or at the center of what glass bars should be placed. We recommend that the tip plate remain mechanical similar to our SB-MEP end plate mounted at the foot of each bar to stop the glass slipping.Complementary Fixing AccessoriesHelp &amp;
AdviceIf you have a project in mind or would like help or advice about one of our products or services, please contact us on 01925 811311, email us at enquiries@twinfix.co.uk or contact us via the inquiry form on the Contact Us page. Item number eBay:371988897167 The seller is responsible for this list. Last Updated on 27 Jun, 2020
11:21:27 BST View all revisions snomisztiF enaJ yeL tseW daoR dlO raewslA notpmyN sneeuQ , notlo M htuoS noveD EL4 63XE modgniK detinU :enohP62447596710 :xaF95447596710 :liamEmoc.dliubagemo@nerual Condition: New: New, items not used, not yet opened, and not damaged in the original retail packaging (if the
packaging applies). If the item comes directly from the manufacturer, the item can be shipped in non-retail packaging, such as plain or unprinted boxes or plastic bags. See the seller list for more details. See all definitions of conditions – open in a new window or tab ... Read moreabout MPN conditions: Not Applicable Featured
Enhancements: Glazing Bar Brand: Omega Omega (Roofing) Plastics Ltd Jane Fitzsimons West Ley Alswear Old Road South Molton, Queens Nympton Devon EX36 4LE United Kingdom Company registration number full information: 5457125 VAT number: I provided an invoice with VAT separately displayed. This range of self-contained
glass bars will accommodate 4mm, 10mm, 16mm and 25mm polycarbonate. The maximum range, between the points of improvement is 1.4m. This is especially useful where your roof has relatively little wooden rafters and a certain amount of purlin. Available in white, brown, anthractoral gray and factory finish installation guide provided
with these components. Components are guaranteed for 10 years. If you know what you want: Buy Online below. Questions? Call: 01769 574426 or PRODUCTS IN THIS SECTION Our Price: £1.00 Ex. VATPrice With VAT : £1.20 Inc. VAT Our Price : £5.25 Ex. VATPrice With VAT : £6.30 Inc. VAT As well as Glazed RoofIng Components
• Self-Contained Self-Contained Glazing Bar For 4mm to 25mm Glazing Omega Build supplies a wide range of roofing components such as roof lanterns, roof domes, DIY conservatory roof kits, affordable secondary glazing systems, polycarbonate roofing sheets, polycarbonate canopy kits, canopy kits and more. Liquid error: Could not
find asset assets Liquid error: Could not find asset snippet / whatsapp-share.liquid Home / 4mm Polycarbonate Sheets Mainly used for Greenhouse glass. Sheets are produced from damage-resistant polycarbonate. They also have a shared chaired longevity protection from the effects of UV rays. Polycarbonate has very high impact
resistance and smooth optical clarity. A high-performance UV absorption layer means longer service life. This is indicated in the prevention of yellowing and loss of strength. Polycarbonate offers excellent protection against vandalism and accidental damage. It has a impact resistance up to 200 times larger than glass. It is maintained at a
wide temperature range and a long service life. Main Benefits High level of natural light Lightweight and easy to handle high optical clarity Thermally insulation Damage and impact resistance Weatherable Longlife UV protection 10 year warranty Perfect for replacing greenhouse sheets Vertical Greenhouse Applications, Secondary and
Internal Glazing Options Bold Chart Clear U-Value 3.8 Light Transmission 62% Weight (kg per square meter) 0.8 Home AXIOME® Polycarbonate Sheet – 4mm 4mm Twinwall Polycarbonate Sheet made of damage resistant polycarbonate is a powerful yet lightweight product that can make life easier at home. It weighs 0.8kg/m². They are
perfect for replacing greenhouse panels and shedding windows, they allow 85% great light and 84% solar energy through while remaining thermally insulated and energy saving so you save money and help the environment. Sheets are much lighter than glass and have excellent structural durability so fitting is much easier and they are
much safer to work with which is always a plus if you are an experienced DIYer or a trade veteran. The sheets are so clear that no matter what you put together, we believe a high natural light transmission will leave an exhilarating feel and should remain like this impact and damage resistant. The sheets also have an excellent
performance against fire. The sheets are also weathered and UV resistant so they are protected from the elements and come with a staggering 10-year warranty making you feel good knowing your project is protected from summer sun and winter snow. This sheet will remain perfect in prolonged stable temperatures from -20°C to 100°C
and -40°C to short-term 130°C without pressure. • 4mm Twinwall Polycarbonate • 0.8kg/m² • 85% Light Transmission • 84% Solar Transmission • Optically clear • Energy saving • Strong and damage resistant • Weatherproof and UV • Lightweight for safety and easy fitting We have a wide range of sizes for you to help get the perfect finish.
Width •610mm •915mm •1220mm •Length 1830mm •610mm •915mm •1220mm •1830mm •2440mm •3660mm •3660mm
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